
Jeff Evans reminds us that, in fact, we are all guides in some capacity…
professionally and personally. By utilizing real life stories, vivid images and
thrilling video from his adventures as an expedition leader and guide around the
globe, Jeff is able to extract the impactful themes that are applicable for every
audience member and weave them into memorable, humorous, thought-provoking
and paradigm shifting keynotes.
For over 25 years, Jeff’s experiences have helped him master the skills of selfless
leadership, teamwork, communication and trust. Many of these skills have been
acquired through guiding blind climber Erik Weihenmayer on extraordinarily
challenging objectives including the summit of Mt Everest and a 2nd place finish
on ABC’s adventure series, Expedition Impossible. Countless other impactful
stories were garnered from his experience as the co-founder and Expedition
Leader for the injured US veteran program, No Barriers Warriors.
The culmination of Jeff's adventures, skills and messaging have been showcased in
recent years as he has taken on the role as team lead and chief medic for multiple
high intensity medical aid missions. From leading a search and rescue team of
Sherpas and helicopter pilots on the flanks of Mt Everest rescuing climbers, to
serving as the lead medic for a trauma team on the front lines of the war in
Mosul, Iraq... Jeff has committed himself to taking his leadership, teamwork, trust
and adversity messaging out into the world in a powerful and dynamic way.
Over the 20+ years of sharing his keynotes for hundreds of clients, Jeff has
delivered his message to tens of thousands of audience members, impacted
countless lives and changed the way we all approach our roles as guides within our
work and...

Testimonials

Jeff Evans

Jeff was perfect for our audience and his message was spot on – everyone paid
attention, everyone was engaged, everyone wanted to speak with him after and
feedback was great throughout the day. My CEO (who walked out of our speaker
last year), said in his 30 years of speakers, Jeff was perhaps the best. Now, how
to top that next year?! 

- Director, PR and Social Media Marketing.

 …message was spot-on, very inspirational for our team …great way to set the
tone for our meetings 

- CenturyLink.
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